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A bstract : Calculations have been earned out to investigate c+-Hc scattering using close 
coupling method with various basis sets The n - 2 excitation cross section and posiimnium 
cross section are reported at medium encieies Two demonically active electrons have iVen 
considered on same footing and realistic wavel unctions of helium t.ugcl have been used
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1. Introduction

The positron-helium system is experimentally the most studied one of all the positron-atom 
systems. This has stimulated theoreticians to investigate the system. Moreover, this problem 
is very challenging theoretically. This system has all the complications of a many-body 
pioblem, but two-body techniques can be employed. The validity and suitability ol an 
approximate model can be tested for this system as measured data are available and will be 
ol great help in solving the more complex situation where accurate calculation is not 
possible.

At low energy, Humberston [ l] and Campeanu and Humbcrslon [2| have reported 
' *a\e phase shift using variational method. Campeanu and Humberston [3] and Campeanu 
11| have calculated p- and </-wave phase shifts varialionally. These rcsulls are expected to 
be very accurate. The presence of these results will give impetus to theoretical workers to 
'ludy the system. Apart from these investigations, there are a good number ot theoretical 
calculations found in the literature. Here, we mention some of the investigations that have 
been carried out using eigenstate expansion method or close coupling approximation 
(CCA). Willis et al [5] and Willis and McDowell [6] have employed single-channel CCA to 
investigate positron-helium scattering using different basis sets. Mandal et al [7,8] have
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employed a coupled state method to study the same problem. Recently, a two-channel 
version of CCA was employed by Hewitt et al [9] using a 8-state basis : He (Is, 2j, K s 2p, 
K p ), Ps (Is, 2s, 2p). An independent electron model with a model potential is used to 
represent the helium target. In other words, they have assumed a one-electron common 
central field approximation.

The CCA provides a practical framework for treating electron-atom and positron- 
atom scattering which can, in principle, be improved upon by including more states of the 
subsystem in the expansion basis. The two-channel version of CCA handles direct and 
rearrangement process in an unified way. The necessity of using the two-channel CCA has 
been emphasised by Basu et al [10], Sarkar et al [11] and Kemoghan et al [12]. It has also 
been noticed that two-channel CCA is found to be suitable with proper basis set [12] to 
study positron-atom scattering.

2. Theory

We consider positron helium scattering at low and medium energies using a twp channel 
version of CCA. We consider two dynamically active electrons on same fobbing and 
employ realistic wavcfunctions of helium target. In the present study, we use the following 
basis sets :

(A) He(l.r2)

(B) He (Is2, h Vs)
(C) H e O 2, Is Vs, \ s l xP)

(D) He(l52),Ps(lj)

(E) He ( b 2, Is Vs, Ij 2'P),Ps (1j).

The reason for using 5 basis sets is to find the relative importance of each state in 
predicting scattering parameters. Preliminary results of this investigation have been 
reported by Kahali et al [13].

We take the incident positron to be particle 1 and the atomic electrons to be 
particles 2 and 3 respectively. Assuming the helium nucleus to be infinitely heavy and the 
centre of the coordinate system, the total wavefunction of the positron-helium system may 
may be expressed as

n i - p r j . r j )  = X ¥ ' (,(r2. r 3)Ffl(r1)^ (1 .2 3 )  + £  [*0(r3)© v(rI2)
n v

x 12) + G°(S12U j (3. 21)}

+ *0(r2)«M r13) { G ' ^ ) * ^ 2 ,13 ) -  G$(SI3) * 2(2, 31)}].

where %\ an(̂ X2 m  the appropriate spin functions, y/n is the wavefunction of helium atom 
and 0O stands for ionized helium in the ground state. The wavefunction of Ps atom is 
denoted by 0)v» Fn describes the motion of the positron and G£ and G|j the motion of the Ps 
atom in the para- and ortho-state respectively, relative to the helium target.
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It has been shown explicitly by Mandal et at [7] that positron spin docs not play any 
part. The capture probability of a positron by an atomic electron in the ortho-state is three 
limes that in the para-state so that Gj = V3 G£. Summing these two probabilities we 
obtain the integral equations for the transition amplitude in the momentum space as

2-f Z s E -  E ~
y *m

Here, a  or /J stands for the channel and na is the bound subsystem in the channel cl

Following Mandal et al [7,8] and Basu et al [10], we obtain coupled integral 
equations for scattering amplitude and after the partial wave analysis, one dimensional 
coupled integral equation is formed and the resulting equations may be written as

T^a( r ’pK \ r aK) = B ^ K ' ^ k )

1 ^  ^  r K " *dK " B 'r (T'p K ' , T ' ; K " ) j r ( T ; K " , z a K")

+ 2 n2 2 - 2 -  J K "2 -  K2 -  ie ’
y rT r

where ra = (na ILJ). Here, J is the good quantum number and / and L is the angular 
momentum of the bound subsystem and the incident positron in the channel a  respectively. 
The following helium wavefuctions have been used in the present calculation [14-16]:

*U 2 'f(rl ,r 2) '  N k (r<) V2*(r2) +  “ l+' (r2)

0, r t p J V i )  =  N ' [ < ( r | ) V2PlI>( r 2) +  « ' 2  )% .< ' . ) ] .

where the atomic orbitals arc given by
2

utl(r) = (1 /4 jt)i/2 £  a, exp(Air))'00(?),
1 = 1

ufs(r) = exp(-Zr)K00(f),

v2l.(r) = X  B.r"' exP(“A r)roo(?)
1 = 1

v2/,m(r) = r expl-O.SZoOr^Cr).

with A, = 1.41, A2 = 2.61, a, = 2.60505 a2 = 2.08144, f t  = 1.0, B2 = -0.432784, 

N = 0.1966184,ft = 0.865,f t  = 0.522.Z = 2,Zq = 0.97 and N' = [Z%/6n) .
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3. Results and discussion

Kahali et al 113] reported j-, p- and d-wave phase shifts below the Ps-formation threshold. 
It has been found that with the added eigenstates, the phase shift is tending to correct value 
as expected. However, the rate of convergence is slow compared to electron case. A 
resonance has been reported in the s-wave ground state capture cross section. The total 
cross section has also been compared with measured data. Here, we present some more 
scattering parameters of interest.

Figure 1 represents the present 4-state integrated elastic cross sections in the energy 
range 30-100 cV. The five-state single channel CCA results of Willis and McDowell (WM)
16 1 and two channel 8-state CCA predictions of Hewitt et al (HNB) |9] are compared with 
those of ours The results of HNB are always less than the present predictions and those of 

WM in the energy range considered. Hewitt et al [9] have adopted an independent electron 
model lor the helium atom. However, they have employed different basis set from that ol 
ours These may he the probable reasons for the difference in results. The present elastic 
cross sections differ from those of WM in the energy range considered, the predictions of 

WM being lower. The inclusion of capture in our calculations is expected to make this 
difference. With the increase of energy, the effect of Ps formation channel on tnc clastic 
cross section reduces. This is also evident from the present predictions and those ol WM 
The present result approaches that of WM with the increase ol energy and around the 
incident energy 150 eV (not shown), the two results coalesce.

The n = 2 excitation cross section is measured by Sueoka as quoted by C'harllon and 
Laricchia [ 17] in the energy range 22-100 cV using the timc-m Might ( I OF) spectra of the 
scattered positron. In Figure 2. the present n = 2 excitation cross sections arc compared with 
measured data of Sueoka. The 8-sl.itc results of Hewitt et al (HNB) ar̂  also given in the 
same ligure Beyond 35 eV, the method has overestimated the excitation cross section when 
compared with measured data. The predictions of HNB differ from us appreciably beyond 
the incident energy 40 cV, their results being higher and further away from measured data.

Figure 1. Elastic cross section energy graph. P-Present , W M-Willis and 
McDowell [61 ; HNB-Hewitt et al [9].
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It may tx* mentioned that present n = 2 excitation results are very close to those of the first 
Born results beyond 80 eV.

|Se>V * kAHAL I

Figure 2. Paiiial summed total excitation cross sections of He (l.v 2fv) and 
lie (Is 2 1/') slates shown in full line. Dolled line is the Born calculation 
The dashed lines, HNB is CCA calculation of llcwitl et <tl 19] •„ fix pert menial 
points (Sueoka as quoted by Charlton and Lancchia 117))

Figure 3. Total Ps-formation cross section . - Prcsentresult
HNB (Hewitt el at 19]) result. The experimental points denoted by error bars 
(Overton et a t 118]) and •  Fromme^/ al [20J).
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Total Ps formation cross sections at intermediate energies have been recently 
measured by Overton et al [18]. We define the total Ps formation cross section as

* P B =  * l ,  +  * 2,  +  < V

We have taken n = 2 excitation cross section from Khan el al [19]. We compare our total P$ 
formation cross sections with measured data of Overton et al [18] and Fromme et al [20] in 
Figure 3. The results of HNB are also plotted in the same figure. The present results are in 
fair agreement with the measured data of Overton et al beyond 80 eV. The predictions of 
HNB are in good accord with those of 4-state CCA except near the threshold energy.
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